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A B S T R A C T   

In this research, an integrated system is developed which can thoroughly and conveniently 
evaluate the seismic performance, fragility, and seismic life-cycle costs of structures using con-
ventional procedures. To this end, a toolbox with a core algorithm based on the well-known 
nonlinear static N2 method is established in MATLAB® and is modified using the fundamental 
period to further simplify the procedure. In addition to seismic performance for a specific hazard 
level, it calculates the demand under different seismic intensities to imitate the incremental dy-
namic analysis and derive the seismic fragility for specified limit states. By using these results and 
the formulation provided in this study, the seismic life-cycle costs are also approximated and all 
the results are visualized and post-processed properly. The developed system is validated using a 
case study structure and the results are compared with the conventional rigorous analysis 
methods in terms of accuracy and computational demand. The results show that the provided 
system can approximate the analysis results with a reasonable agreement and an acceptable trade- 
off for highly intensive computation.   

1. Introduction 

In urban regeneration projects of old and decayed areas, fast seismic performance evaluation of large inventory of buildings is very 
important for city planners and government officials. For swift but accurate decision making for such projects, they need to know how 
many buildings in a specific region are vulnerable to seismic loads and approximately how much budget is needed for their seismic 
retrofit. However conventional practice for seismic performance evaluation procedure needs intensive nonlinear analysis which takes 
significant amount of time and cost. 

In the past two decades, there have been significant developments in the fields of seismic performance evaluation methods. 
Different techniques and methods have been formulated to evaluate and approximate the seismic performance and safety of structures, 
seismic loss, and life-cycle costs. In order to implement these techniques more easily in research and practice and facilitate compu-
tation, various research works have attempted to establish computing environments, software programs, and toolboxes, as well as 
some simplified methods. For example, Kim et al. [1] developed a system for collapse analysis of structures which uses the OpenSees 
software [2] as the finite element solver. OpenSees does not have a graphic user interface, and modeling is possible through coding in 
the TCL programming language environment. However, the developed program provides ease of use for modeling, collapse simulation, 
and post-processing visualization which need a great deal of coding, time-consuming modeling, and data processing using the common 
practice. They showed the applicability of the developed software using the progressive collapse analysis of two structures. 
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Fig. 1. Cross-functional flowchart of the developed integrated system for simplified seismic performance evaluation and LCC analysis.  
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The central focus of this research is performance-based earthquake engineering, and the common practice is based on the drift ratio 
hazard HD(d) which gives the mean annual probability that the drift ratio demand D exceeds a specified value d [3]. This result is 
obtained using the spectral acceleration Sa hazard Hsa (x) and the probability that the demand D exceeds d given the spectral accel-
eration P[D≥ d|Sa = x], which can be expressed as 

HD(d)=
∫

P[D≥ d|Sa = x]
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒dHsa (x)

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (1) 

By using the drift ratio hazard, the annual probability of a performance level not being satisfied PPL can be found as 

PPL =

∫

P[C ≤ d]|dHD(d)| (2)  

where C is the drift ratio capacity with a median value of Ĉ defined as the drift ratio limit state. Cornell et al. [3] provided a closed-form 
solution for this procedure using several assumptions which is also used in this study for seismic life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis. 

In order to reach a solution for aforementioned equations or obtain the seismic performance for a specific hazard level, there are 
several types of analyses and techniques; namely, pushover, nonlinear time history, and incremental dynamic analyses. Pushover 
analysis gives the capacity of the structure under monotonic lateral force and is conventionally used and interpreted to find the seismic 
performance for a specific hazard level. Nonlinear time history analysis (NTHA) can be also used to find the performance of the 
structure for a hazard level. On the contrary, the first term of Eq. (1) needs the exceedance probability of specified drift ratio limit sates 
conditioned on spectral acceleration. In order to find probability, one can obtain it using NTHAs of the structural analysis model 
subjected to a suite of earthquake records conditioned on different seismic intensities which is called incremental dynamic analysis 
(IDA). Overall, these analyses and techniques consist of wide-ranging tasks like modeling, extensive simulations, calculations, and data 
visualization. To ease the burden of these steps, there have been various toolboxes, software programs, and computational methods 
which took some parts of them into consideration. 

Dolsek [4] established the Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) toolbox for the MATLAB [5] program which alle-
viate the burdensome and sometimes problematic modeling of structures in OpenSees. The developed toolbox can generate the analysis 
model of structures based on the Eurocode 8 [6] and handle different analysis methods like pushover, incremental dynamic analysis 
(IDA), and determine the seismic performance using the N2 method [7]. The accuracy of the toolbox was validated by simulating a 
full-scale test of a 4-story structure [8] and comparing the analytical and experimental results. 

Fragility analysis gives the exceedance probability of a specified drift limit state under different spectral accelerations which can be 
obtained using the IDA analysis described earlier. Fragility and IDA analyses are quite costly in terms of computational time and 
different methods have been proposed to facilitate this endeavor. Baltzopoulos et al. [9] recently developed a software program using 
MATLAB which can generate the fragility curves of structures using the pushover curve. The main idea behind this tool lies within the 
direct estimation of IDA fractiles using the static pushover result which is called the SPO2IDA method [10]. The structure is analyzed 
using the pushover method and the multi-degree-of-freedom structure is transformed to the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom 
system and its capacity curve. By idealizing the pushover curve and using semi-empirical formulas, the fractiles of the IDA curves 
can be approximated properly and the fragility curves for each limit state can be derived by fitting a lognormal distribution at different 
intensities. 

Seismic LCC analysis is based on the annual probability of not satisfying a performance level PPL and its corresponding damage loss 
in the life span of the structure. This analysis requires prior fragility or IDA analyses which are computationally extensive as mentioned 
earlier. Nour Eldin and Kim [11] proposed a simplified method which estimates the fragility curve by conducting NTHAs at three 
intensities and hazard levels instead of performing IDA under different seismic intensities. Mitropoulou et al. [12] evaluated the effects 
of different factors on the seismic life-cycle cost, such as analysis procedure, irregularity, and choosing performance criterion. They 
used multiple-stripe dynamic analysis which is more efficient than IDA and compared the results to nonlinear static analysis using 
capacity spectrum method. 

Each of these developed methods, toolboxes, and programs attempts to alleviate one or several steps or types of modeling, 
simulation, analysis techniques, and visualization. In the present research, an integrated and comprehensive system is developed for 
simplified performance-based earthquake engineering including LCC analysis. Despite the efforts of providing different methods and 
formulations, less attention has been paid to provide a comprehensive system and an easy-to-use toolbox consisting of these methods to 
work in tandem with each other. The proposed system is based on the well-known N2 method which is slightly modified in this study to 
further simplify the procedure using Eigenvalue analysis. Different methods and techniques are gathered and formulated with several 
assumptions based on this research and previous studies, and its toolbox is established in the MATLAB software. The application of the 
developed system is carried out using a case-study structure, and the developed toolbox and related files and data for the illustrative 
example are provided online under the data availability statement at the end of the paper. 

2. Theoretical background and implementation 

The cross-functional flowchart of the developed system is depicted in Fig. 1 which shows the input parameters, processes, manual 
operations, subroutines, and interactions between functions. The preliminary analysis modeling is done in a structural engineering 
program like OpenSees or SAP2000 [13]. The next steps are taken using the developed MATLAB functions by inputting the required 
parameters from the structural analysis in the first step. In order to simplify this procedure, several assumptions are made based on 
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previous studies to preclude pushover analysis for medium and short period structures and to easily derive fragility curves and perform 
LCC analysis. The parameters and the theoretical background for each analysis in Fig. 1 are described in detail and the key principles of 
the algorithms are outlined conveniently using syntax-independent pseudocodes. 

2.1. Seismic performance assessment using N2 method 

The seismic performance of the structure under a specific hazard level can be evaluated using the performEval function in the 
toolbox which is based on the N2 method [6,7]. For this purpose, the displacement that the structure experiences during the earth-
quake is calculated using the capacity curve obtained from pushover analysis. In this method, the pushover curve is idealized to a 
bilinear curve with the yield strength of Fy, yield displacement of Dy, and the secondary slope of zero. Then the capacity curve of the 
multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structure is transformed to an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system using the 
fundamental mode shape for calculations. 

In order to get the capacity curve of the structure from the toolbox, the fundamental period T of the structure corresponding to the 
first branch of the idealized elasto-perfectly plastic pushover curve is used instead of the yield displacement Dy. The main reason is that 
there is extensive research on estimation of the fundamental period and, furthermore, the performance can be approximated using the 
fundamental period for medium and long-period structures without pushover analysis. For this purpose, the yield displacement Dy,heff 

at the effective height heff of the structure can be determined from the pushover curve [14] as 

Dy,heff =
T2Fy

4π2Meff
(3)  

where Meff is the effective mass of the fundamental mode shape: 

Meff =
(
∑

miφi)
2

∑
miφ2

i
(4)  

where mi is the mass of the ith story from the vector of story masses M, and φi is the corresponding component from the normalized 
fundamental mode shape Φ. Effective height of the structure heff is the level of center of seismic force which is equal to 

heff =

∑
miφihi

∑
miφi

(5)  

where hi is the level of ith story obtained using the vector of story heights H. Given the yield displacement Dy,heff at the effective height 
heff , the top displacement of the building at the yield state Dy can be obtained using the fundamental mode shape. 

The first assumption in the developed system is that the Eigenvalue analysis of the structure with proper cracked section stiffnesses 
provides a close approximation for the yield period of structures. Among different methods studied by Crowley and Pinho [14], the 
most common approach is to use the effective moment of inertia [15], which is also adopted by codes [16] and can be utilized when 
using the developed system. 

Besides the given capacity curve, the demand and the seismic intensity should be also provided for seismic performance evaluation. 
The elastic response spectrum for the considered seismic hazard level in the developed system is defined using SXS and SX1 which are 

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of performEval function for seismic performance evaluation of structures using N2 method.  
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respectively the spectral accelerations at short periods and at a period of 1 s according to ASCE41-13 [16]. The characteristic period TS 
is equal to SX1/SXS at which the response spectrum transitions from the constant acceleration segment to the constant velocity segment. 
A scale factor parameter SF is also considered in the performEval function which helps easily scale the given response spectrum. 

The performEval function transforms the yield strength and displacement of the MDOF structure to the equivalent SDOF system and 
the calculations for the SDOF is handled using the N2 function in the developed system. To this end, the yield strength F*

y and yield 
displacement D*

y of the equivalent SDOF are obtained using the modal participation factor, 

Γ =

∑
miφi∑
miφ2

i
=

m*
∑

miφ2
i

(6) 

The equivalent mass of the SDOF is denoted by m*. These parameters along with the period T* = 2π
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
m*D*

y/F*
y

√
and yield accel-

eration S*
ay = F*

y/m* of the equivalent SDOF are passed to the N2 function to obtain the displacement demand for the SDOF. 
Hence, by having the spectral response acceleration parameters SXS and SX1, scale factor SF, story masses M, story heights H, 

fundamental period T, fundamental mode shape Φ, and the yield strength Fy, the seismic performance of the structure can be obtained 
using the performEval function. The input parameters and the pseudocode of this function is depicted in Fig. 2. 

The input parameters for the N2 function can be seen in Fig. 3. The displacement demand of the SDOF S*
d is determined by this 

function in the developed toolbox as 

S*
d =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

S*
de

Rμ

(
1 +

(
Rμ − 1

) TC

T*

)

T* < TS

S*
de T* ≥ TS

(7)  

where S*
de is the elastic spectral displacement of SDOF, and Rμ is a reduction factor equal to 

Rμ = S*
ae

/
S*

ay (8)  

where S*
ae is the elastic spectral response acceleration of the SDOF system obtained from the defined response spectrum. It is observed 

that if the period T* is longer than the characteristic period TS, the structure is deemed as medium or long-period and the period 
governs the response. On the contrary, if the structure is in the range of short period, the reduction factor and in turn the yield ac-
celeration and yield strength are influential. The implementation of the N2 function, inputs and outputs, and the compact mathe-
matical procedure are shown in more detail using the pseudocode in Fig. 3. Based on the N2 method, the N2 function determines the 
displacement demand S*

d, inelastic spectral acceleration S*
a, ductility μ, and reduction factor Rμ, given the spectral response acceler-

ation parameters, SXS and SX1, elastic period of the SDOF T*, and the yield acceleration S*
ay. 

By having the displacement demand S*
d from the N2 function, the top displacement of the structure at the target displacement Dt =

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of N2 function for calculation of inelastic demands of SDOF using N2 method.  
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ΓS*
d and the displacement of each story and interstory drifts are obtained as Di = φiDt and Dt(φi − φi− 1)/(hi − hi− 1), respectively. 
In addition to the outputs of the N2 function for the SDOF system, the performEval function returns the maximum interstory drift 

ratio MIDR, top displacement Dt , and interstory drift ratios. At the same time, by giving a visualization tag as ‘on’ or ‘off’, the 
transformed pushover curve, displacement demand, elastic and constant-ductility inelastic response spectra in the acceleration- 
displacement response spectrum (ADRS) format are automatically visualized as described by Fajfar [7]. The interstory drift ratios 
are also depicted against the story number by the performEval function. 

2.2. Approximation of seismic fragility 

Fragility analysis aims to obtain the probability that the seismic response of a structure exceeds a specified limit state for a given 
spectral acceleration Sa = x at the fundamental period of the structure. The probabilistic nature of exceeding a limit state for a given 
spectral acceleration is due to the dispersion in both demand and capacity which stem from record-to-record variability βD|sa 

and 
uncertainty in modeling βM and drift ratio capacity βC. Generally, the fragility is obtained using IDA analysis while it only considers the 
record-to-record variability under an ensemble of earthquake records. The median drift ratio demand D̂ is obtained at different spectral 
accelerations and the failure probability for a drift ratio limit state is determined as [17], 

P[C <D|Sa = x] = 1 − Φ

⎛

⎜
⎝

ln
(

Ĉ
/

D̂
)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
β2

D|sa
+ β2

M + β2
C

√

⎞

⎟
⎠ (9)  

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 
To obtain the fragility in the developed system, it is assumed that the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR) determined using the 

N2 method in the previous stage can sufficiently approximate the median demand in Eq. (9). Drift ratio limit states stipulated by 
seismic codes and guidelines are considered as the median capacity. The MIDR is obtained at different spectral accelerations by scaling 
the defined response spectrum and the failure probability for a drift ratio limit state is estimated using the total system collapse un-
certainty βTOT. This dispersion measure is recommended by FEMA P695 [18] and is a function of record-to-record variability βRTR, 
design requirements βDR, test data βTD, and modeling βMDL, which is expressed as 

βTOT =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

β2
RTR + β2

DR + β2
TD + β2

MDL

√

(10) 

Record-to-record variability is between 0.20 and 0.40 while uncertainties in design, test data, and modeling are between 0.10 and 
0.50 based on a quality rating scale as: superior β = 0.10, good β = 0.20, fair β = 0.35, and poor β = 0.50. Hence, the total system 
collapse uncertainty varies from βToT = 0.275 for superior quality ratings to βToT = 0.95 for poor quality ratings with low to high 
record-to-record variabilities, respectively. 

The aforementioned procedure and assumptions are implemented in the fragility function as depicted by the syntax-independent 

Fig. 4. Pseudocode of fragility function for estimation of fragility curve and median collapse intensity.  
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pseudocode in Fig. 4. Overall, to generate the fragility curves, the fragility function in the developed system needs the spectral response 
acceleration parameters SXS and SX1, mass of stories M, height of stories H, fundamental period T, fundamental mode shape Φ, yield 
strength Fy, drift ratio limit state Ĉ, and the total system collapse uncertainty βTOT . The toolbox scales the response spectrum for the 
spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of the structure and estimates the median maximum drift ratio demand D̂. The ex-
ceedance probability is calculated using the given drift ratio limit state Ĉ and the total system collapse uncertainty βTOT. The fragility 

curve data are generated and the median collapse intensity Sa
Ĉ is determined from them using linear interpolation. These numerical 

data are returned by the fragility function along with its fragility curve figure which can be generated by the visualization tag, if needed. 
The probabilities obtained at each spectral acceleration give the fragility curve which follows a lognormal distribution. The total 

system collapse uncertainty βTOT changes the standard deviation of the fragility curve, whereas the median collapse intensity remains 
equal to the spectral acceleration at which the demand is equal to the capacity. By increasing the total system collapse uncertainty, the 
fragility curve is flattened and the failure probabilities for intensities lower than the median collapse intensity is increased. The FEMA 
P695 limits the collapse probability of structures to 10% under the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) intensity with 2% ex-
ceedance probability in 50 years. 

2.3. Seismic life-cycle cost analysis 

The LCC analysis is based on the annual probability of not satisfying a performance level PPL in Eq. (2) and the corresponding 
damage cost incurred by exceeding its limit state. By using these two parameters, the expected annual seismic damage cost is 
determined and calculated for the life span of the structure L. As described in Introduction, obtaining the annual exceedance prob-
ability of a limit state PPL needs several integration, and to facilitate this procedure and derive a closed-form solution several as-
sumptions should be made. To this end, Cornell et al. [3] considered that the spectral acceleration hazard Hsa and the median demand 
D̂ can be approximated in the region of interest as 

Hsa (x)= k0x− k (11)  

D̂ = asa
b (12)  

where k0, k, a, and b are coefficients for linear regression of hazard and median demand on intensity sa in the logarithmic space. 
Considering a lognormal distribution and the dispersions of βD|sa 

and βC, for both demand and capacity in the first terms of Eq. (1) and 
Eq. (2) respectively, the annual probability of not satisfying a performance level is obtained as [3], 

PPL =Hsa

(
Sa

Ĉ)exp
[

1
2

(
k
b

)2(
β2

D|sa
+ β2

C

)]

(13)  

where Sa
Ĉ is median collapse intensity for not satisfying the performance level as mentioned earlier. The median demand is equal to 

the median drift ratio capacity at this intensity, i.e. Sa
Ĉ = (Ĉ/a)1/b, and it can be determined from the fragility curve using the toolbox 

in this developed system. 
Considering multiple performance levels, the annual exceedance probability is calculated for each of performance levels, PPLi. The 

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of lifeCycleCost function for calculation of expected seismic life-cycle cost and annual exceedance probability of limit states.  
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annual probability of being in the ith damage state Pi is calculated by subtracting the annual exceedance probability of the next limit 
state [19]: 

Pi =PPLi − PPLi+1 (14) 

The expected annual seismic damage cost is determined as, 

E[CSD] =
∑

i
CiPi (15)  

where Ci is damage and repair cost corresponding to the ith damage state. Having the expected annual seismic damage cost E[CSD], life 
span of the structure L, and annual discount rate of λ, the expected life-cycle cost can be calculated for the presented value as [20]. 

E[CLC] =C0 +

∫L

0

E[CSD]

(
1

1 + λ

)t

dt = C0 + αLE[CSD] (16)  

where α is the discount rate factor equal to [1 − (1 + λ)− L
]/[ln(1 + λ)L]. 

Using the pseudocode outlined in Fig. 5, the abovementioned procedure is implemented in the lifeCycleCost function using 
MATLAB. This function can be used as a standalone function by only inputting the required parameters or it can be used in conjunction 
with the fragility function for the estimation of median collapse intensities. In order to make this procedure simpler, several as-
sumptions can be made regarding the demand and capacity dispersions, damage costs for each limit states, coefficients for linear 
regression of hazard and demand conditioned on spectral acceleration. By using the established functions and taking the provided 
assumptions into consideration within the framework of the developed system, the life-cycle costs of structures can be easily and 
efficiently approximated. 

Three performance levels of Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety (LS), and Collapse Prevention (CP) are usually considered in 
seismic performance evaluation, and the related drift ratio limit states are defined by seismic codes. Originally, the dispersion measure 
for demand βD|sa 

should be obtained using NTHAs conditioned on the seismic intensity, and it is usually equal to or greater than 0.3 as 
noted by Cornell et al. [3]. In this simplified system, the exact values can be input in the toolbox while the default values are assumed to 
be respectively 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 for the IO, LS, and CP limit states, based on previous studies [20]. 

The damage cost corresponding to each of these limit states Ci are defined as a fraction of the initial construction cost C0 which can 
be estimated using International Construction Market Survey [21]. Taking the earlier research [19,22] into consideration, the default 
values of Ci for the IO, LS, and CP damage states can be set to 30%, 70%, and 100% of the initial construction cost, respectively. The 
dispersion measure for capacity βC, i.e. standard deviation of natural logarithm, can be considered 0.35 according to previous studies 
[20], unless there is a better estimation. 

The hazard curve parameters, k0 and k, need to be given from the hazard map. Generally, the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) with 
10% exceedance probability in 50 years is considered 2/3 of the MCE in seismic codes and these exceedance probabilities correspond 
to the mean return periods of 475 and 2475 years based on the Poisson distribution, respectively [16]. Having considered the 
aforementioned assumptions, the two unknown hazard curve parameters, k0 and k, can be obtained. It is worth mentioning that 
considering only two data points and assuming a ratio of 2/3 between the DBE and MCE hazard levels give a constant exponent of k =

log(475 /2475)/log(2 /3) = 4.071. If there are exact and detailed data points of the hazard curve, the two parameters should be 
obtained by linear regression of the hazard curve in the logarithmic space. 

As mentioned earlier, the coefficients a and b for linear regression of median demand D̂ conditioned on seismic intensity Sa should 
be obtained using median MIDRs from NTHAs at several intensities in the region of interest. To obtain the annual exceedance 
probability of limit state PPL, only the exponent b is necessary and it is suggested to use b = 1 for moment frames without major 
strength degradation [5,26]. This assumption is consistent with the equal displacement rule which suggests that the inelastic 
displacement of moderate and long period structures is equal to the linear one and the median IDA approximately follows the elastic 
slope [3,10,24]. Although the equal displacement rule does not hold for short-period structures in the N2 method, one can estimate this 
exponent by obtaining the median MIDR at different spectral accelerations. Hence, in the developed system it is possible to input the 
accurate value of the exponent b or assume the default value of b = 1 for moment frames or moderate and long-period structures. It will 
be seen in this study that, this assumption in conjunction with the N2 method gives quite close results for first-mode-dominated, 
moderate to long-period structures. Considering the aforementioned parameters and a discount rate λ between 0.01 and 0.05 [20], 
one can estimate PPL and determine the seismic damage cost for a life span of L, which is usually taken as 50 years. 

It should be mentioned that any numerical method can be affected by epistemic uncertainty caused by modeling approach, lack of 
knowledge, simplifications, etc. Different assumptions are made in the N2 method such as using time-independent displacement shape, 
first mode shape to approximate the displacement demand, and constant-ductility inelastic spectrum. By the same token, the 
approximation of fragility, which is intrinsically based on nonlinear dynamic analysis, can be influenced by these uncertainties. There 
can be further research on these uncertainties and they can be quantified using methods like fuzzy randomness theory [25]. 

As an alternative approach, it is possible to use soft computing techniques like artificial neural network or response surface method 
to estimate the performance and fragility [26,27]. However, the N2 method is based on the dynamics of structures and gives a better 
insight compared to non-parametric metamodels while providing easy-to-use formulation without need of a database for training. 
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3. Illustrative application 

The developed system is applied to a three-story case study structure, and the results are compared in terms of interstory drift ratio, 
fragility curve, median demand, life-cycle cost, and computational time which is of paramount importance in any simplified pro-
cedure. The case study structure was built in the 1970s in Korea without considering seismic loads, and the accuracy and efficiency of 
the developed system is investigated using the structure. The plan of the structure and cross-sectional details are shown in Fig. 6. The 
height of stories are 3.0 m, except for the first story which is 3.6 m, and the dead and live loads are respectively 5.4 kN/ m2 and 4.0 kN/

m2.The structure is located on soil class type D with the spectral response acceleration parameters of SXS = 0.5 g and SX1 = 0.29 g for 
the DBE hazard level. 

The three-dimensional case study structure is modeled in the OpenSees software [2] which is a versatile platform with different 
types of elements and materials for structural analysis. The elements are modeled using nonlinear force-based elements and fiber 
sections with distributed plasticity. The concrete is modeled using the zero-tensile-strength Concrete 01 material with the compressive 
strength of 18 MPa and the reinforcements are modeled using Steel 02 and the yield strength of 300  MPa. The effects of confinement 
and transverse stirrups on the maximum and crushing strengths, and corresponding strains are neglected. The beam-column members 
are divided into three elements and five integration points are considered along each element. The accuracy of this modeling approach 
was previously verified by comparing the results with experimental data [28]. A rigid diaphragm constraint is applied to the nodes of 
each story and the seismic mass of 228.8 ton is assigned to the center of mass at each story level. A 5% damping ratio is assigned to the 
model using the rayleigh damping command, which is common for reinforced concrete structures. 

The modal response of the structure is studied using the Eigenvalue analysis which shows the fundamental period of 0.62s and the 
mode shape of Φ = [1; 0.77; 0.48] in the x-direction. The characteristic period is Ts = SX1/SXS = 0.58 and the structure is deemed as 
moderate-period. Hence, based on the N2 method, there is no need to the pushover analysis for using the developed system. In order to 
run the toolbox functions the yield strength of the structure is required which is eventually cancelled out in the procedure. Therefore, a 
yield strength of Fy = 1077 kN which is equal to 16% of the seismic weight is assumed, which is the mean yield strength of Korean pre- 
code structures based on the previous research done by the authors [29]. By using the developed system and only relying on the 
Eigenvalue analysis, the aforementioned parameters are enough to perform a preliminary safety assessment, estimate the fragility and 
life-cycle costs of this structure. 

For fragility and life-cycle cost analyses, the four performance levels of Functional, IO, LS, and CP are considered which correspond 
to the drift ratio limit states of 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0%. Based on the guidelines mentioned earlier, the damage cost for not 
meeting each of the four performance levels is assumed equal to Ci = [0.0; 0.3; 0.7;1.0], respectively. The initial construction cost 
based on the costs per m2 of $1,698 [21] is estimated to be $1,090,116. The structure is an RC moment frame with a period longer 
than the characteristic period and therefore an exponent of b = 1 is chosen for the estimation of median drift demands. According to 
the spectral accelerations of 0.48  g and 0.72  g for the DBE and MCE hazard levels, the coefficients for linear regression of the spectral 
acceleration hazard Hsa are k0 = 9.53 × 10− 5 and k = 4.073. These parameters for thorough seismic performance evaluation along 
with a discount rate of 0.03 and a life span of 50 years are summarized in Table 1 and are given to the toolbox. 

The overview of the toolbox environment is demonstrated first and the in-depth results of the toolbox are investigated in the next 
step, and their accuracies are verified and compared with the conventional rigorous methods. The overall view of the codes for using 
the established toolbox in MATLAB and the visualization of results and outputs are shown Fig. 7. It can be noticed that the whole 
analysis can be easily carried out using the functions highlighted in only three lines, while the other lines are only the definition of 
input parameters listed in Table 1. 

In order to show the efficiency and accuracy of the developed system, the seismic performance of the structure is analyzed using 
rigorous NTHA and IDA methods and the results are compared with those obtained from the toolbox. To this end, twenty-two pairs of 

Fig. 6. Details of three-story case study structure: (a) Plan of structure; (b) dimensions and reinforcement details of cross sections.  
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far-field earthquake ground motion records recommended by FEMA P695 [18] are obtained from the PEER NGA database [30] and are 
scaled at the period of the structure [31] (see Fig. 8). All these ground motion records are related to the earthquakes with the 
magnitude higher than 7.5. Therefore, they can be considered as non-frequent and are consistent with the seismic hazard when scaled 
to higher intensities [32–34]. At the first step, the structure is analyzed under the MCE level hazard so that average SRSS of the 
response spectra is 1.3 times higher than the response spectrum following the Korean Building Code (KBC) [35]. 

The seismic performance of the structure is evaluated using 22 pairs of earthquakes and the median of the interstory drift ratios is 
compared with those obtained from the performEval function. The calculations of the N2 method visualized by the toolbox are shown in 
Fig. 9(a) and the comparison of the interstory drift ratios are shown Fig. 9(b). Comparing with Fig. 7, the figures visualized by the 
toolbox are depicted with the least modification so that the capability of the toolbox can be noticed. It is observed that the 
displacement demand S*

d of the SDOF is 86 mm and considering the modal participation factor of Γ = 1.23, the top displacement is 
equal to 106 mm. Given the mode shape of the structure and the story height, the story displacements and the interstory drift ratios are 
calculated and illustrated. It is seen that the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR) closely matches the median drift demand from the 
NTHAs under 22 earthquake records. 

In order to conduct IDA, the structure is analyzed under the 22 pairs of earthquake records scaled up to the spectral acceleration of 
3.0 g with the increments of 0.2 g. Overall, 330 NTHAs are performed using the parallel computing technique to expedite the simu-
lations on a PC with the Intel® Core™ i7-7700K processor. By applying this technique and extra programming to ease the simulations, 
the IDA takes 11 h on a pool of 22 parallel processors. The results of the IDA, median demand curve, and the estimated demand from 
the toolbox conditioned on the spectral acceleration are depicted in Fig. 10. The results from the toolbox are obtained in a fraction of a 
second. 

It can be observed that the median demand from the IDA is consistent with the estimated curve from the toolbox, especially in the 
elastic region and up to the drift ratio of 0.02 which is the onset of softening behavior. Considering the extreme efficiency provided by 
the developed system with a trade-off for accuracy at high seismic intensities, this can be used as a valuable tool for simplified seismic 
performance analysis. The results of IDA are used for more sophisticated and time-consuming fragility and life-cycle cost analyses. 

The fragility analysis results are derived using the median demand from the IDA results and the fragility function using the 
developed system for the drift ratio limit states of 0.0075, 0.01, 0.015, and 0.02 which relate respectively to functional, IO, LS, and CP 
performance levels. These limit states along with the total system collapse uncertainty are listed in Table 1, which is considered equal 
to βTOT = 0.6, and the analysis results are shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the structure experiences large or infinitely large 
drift under earthquakes with high intensities which correspond to collapse and global dynamic instability. Since the fragilities are 
derived using the median drift ratio demand [17], the analysis results leading to global instability and collapse with infinitely large 
drift ratios do not affect the median values, and they are automatically handled in this manner. There are also other methods to treat 
the non-convergence analyses for global structural instability like the one implemented by Castaldo et al. [36]. In that study, the effects 
of non-convergence analyses are considered by dividing the total collapse probability into the summation of conditional probabilities 
for collapse and non-collapse cases based on the total probability theorem. 

The simplified fragility analysis using the toolbox takes a fraction of a second, including the automatic post-processing and 
visualization. Taking the huge computational time into consideration, it is observed that the estimated fragility curves are in good 
agreement with the rigorous IDA-based results, especially the median collapse intensities and the fragilities for higher performance 
levels. 

Table 1 
Input parameters for seismic performance evaluation and life-cycle cost analysis using the developed system.  

Parameter Performance evaluation fragility analysis Life-cycle cost 

SXS (g) 0.5 – 
SX1 (g) 0.29 – 
M(ton) [228.8; 228.8; 228.8] – 
H(m) [3.0; 3.0; 3.6] – 

T (s) 0.62 – 
Φ  [1; 0.77; 0.48] – 
Fy (kN) 1077 – 

Limit states (%) – [0.75; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0] – 
βTOT  – 0.6 – 
k0  – 9.54× 10− 5  

k  – 4.073  
b  – 1.0  
βD|Sa  

– [0.0; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5]
βC  – 0.35  
C0  – $1, 090,116  
Ci(%) – [0.0; 0.3; 0.7; 1.0]
λ  – 0.03 
L (yrs) – 50  
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Fig. 7. Overview of developed system for performance-based seismic performance evaluation and life-cycle cost analysis in MATLAB and the visualization of results.  
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The median collapse intensities of the Functional, IO, LS, and CP performance levels are respectively 0.52  g, 0.67  g, 0.92  g, and 
1.10  g using the IDA, and the estimated values using the toolbox are 0.48  g, 0.64  g, 0.96  g, 1.28  g. The results from the developed 
system gives higher exceedance probability for intensities lower than the median collapse intensity which is on the safe side. 

The median intensities are used for the life-cycle cost analysis and based on the close estimation of the toolbox, it is expected that 
the rigorous and estimated LCC results are in close agreement. As depicted in Fig. 1, the lifeCycleCost function does not use the other 

previous functions as a subroutine and the estimated median collapse intensities Sa
Ĉ are obtained from fragility analysis and then input 

into the function. The parameters for the LCC analysis are summarized in Table 1 and they are used similarly for both procedures; 
however, the median collapse intensities are determined using the IDA and toolbox. The coefficients for the linear regression of the 
hazard curve are assumed to be k0 = 9.54 × 10− 5 and k = 4.073 and the exponent of the median demand conditioned on the intensity 
b = 1.0. The demand dispersion for the Functional performance level is assumed to be zero, while the other dispersion measures are 
considered as mentioned before, namely βD|Sa

= [0.0;0.3; 0.4; 0.5] and βC = 0.35. It is considered that there is no seismic damage and 
loss within the Functional performance level, and the IO, LS, and CP level damages incur 30%, 70%, and 100% of the initial con-
struction cost C0. 

The life-cycle costs are calculated for the life span of L = 50 yrs with the discount rate of λ = 0.03 and the results are depicted in 
Fig. 12. The seismic damage cost during the life span is $51,805 and is approximated with 6% error and the life-cycle costs including 
the initial cost is $1,141,921 and the estimation error is below 0.3%. The results show that the developed system can give a very close 
estimation of life-cycle costs with the least effort. The results are also visualized as depicted earlier in Fig. 7 and all the procedures can 
be done in an arranged manner. Besides simplified procedure for fragility analysis, the developed lifeCycleCost function can be used to 

Fig. 8. DBE hazard level response spectrum and SRSS of 22 pairs of earthquake records scaled at the fundamental period of the structure.  

Fig. 9. Seismic performance evaluation of case study structure under MCE hazard level using developed toolbox and rigorous NTHAs: (a) Calculations of N2 method 
from the toolbox; (b) comparison of story-wise interstory drift ratios from NTHAs and toolbox. 
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run the calculations with the users’ parameters as well. 

4. Concluding remarks 

In this research an integrated system was developed using the MATLAB platform for simplified and thorough seismic performance 
evaluation, fragility analysis, and seismic life-cycle cost analysis of building structures. The seismic performance evaluation was based 

Fig. 10. Comparison between the median demand conditioned on the spectral acceleration from IDA curves and simplified analysis using toolbox.  

Fig. 11. Comparison of fragility curves obtained from IDA and simplified analysis using toolbox.  
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on the N2 method modified using the fundamental period to further simplify the procedure. Different assumptions were made to derive 
fragility curves and approximate the seismic life-cycle costs. The procedures and assumptions were discussed in detail and were 
outlined using syntax-independent pseudocodes to provide insight into their implementation. The applicability of the toolbox was 
validated using a case study structure and the related data and toolbox files were provided under the data availability statement at the 
end of the paper. 

The illustrative structure was analyzed thoroughly using the rigorous nonlinear time history, incremental dynamic, fragility, and 
life-cycle cost analyses, and the results were compared with those from the developed system in terms of accuracy and computational 
time. The results of seismic performance evaluation under a specific hazard level turned out to be quite consistent, and the fragility 
analysis using the toolbox could provide a good approximation, especially for higher performance levels before collapse prevention 
state. The life-cycle cost analysis could be carried out in an effortless manner using the approximated fragilities, and the results of all 
analyses could be post-processed and visualized properly. In addition to the sufficient accuracy, the computational time was also 
reduced drastically. The analysis results of the case study building showed that the provided toolbox could be used efficiently in 
estimating seismic performance of building structures, especially when performance evaluation and life-cycle cost estimation of large 
inventory of buildings are involved as in the case of urban regeneration projects for decayed areas. 

Data availability 

The files and data of the developed toolbox and the illustrative example are available at https://swb.skku.edu/_res/sdr/etc/ 
simplified_seismic_performance_evaluation_toolbox.zip. Extra data and models supporting the findings of this research are available 
from the corresponding author upon the reasonable request. 
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Notation  

The following symbols are used in this paper 
C capacity variable for drift ratio 
Ĉ median drift ratio capacity 

Fig. 12. Comparison of seismic life-cycle costs obtained from IDA and simplified analysis using toolbox.  
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Ci damage cost corresponding to ith damage state 
C0 initial construction cost 
D maximum drift ratio demand 
Dy yield displacement from idealized bilinear pushover curve 
D̂ median maximum drift ratio demand 
Di displacement at ith story equal to Dtφi 

Dt top displacement of structure equal to ΓS*
d 

Dy,heff yield displacement of structure at effective height of structure equal to T2Fy
4π2Meff 

D*
y yield displacement of equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system equal to Dy/Γ 

E[CSD] = expected annual seismic damage 
E[CLC] = expected life-cycle cost 
Fy yield strength of structure obtained from idealized bilinear pushover curve 
F*

y yield strength of equivalent SDOF system equal to Fy/Γ 
H vector of story heights for structure 
Hsa (x) spectral acceleration hazard, annual probability that seismic intensity at site equal or exceed x 
HD(d) drift ratio hazard, mean annual probability that drift ratio demand D exceeds any specified value d 
L life span of structure 
M vector of story masses for structure 
Meff effective mass of fundamental mode shape equal to (

∑
miφi)

2
/
∑

miφ2
i 

PPL annual probability of performance level not being satisfied, annual exceedance probability of limit state 
Pi annual probability of being in ith damage state, exceeding ith limit state while still meeting limit state i+ 1 
Rμ reduction factor for equivalent SDOF system equal to S*

ae/S*
ay 

Sa spectral response acceleration at fundamental period T of structure 

Sa
Ĉ median collapse intensity for structure, spectral acceleration corresponding to 50% exceedance probability of drift ratio 

limit state 
S*

a inelastic spectral response acceleration for equivalent SDOF system 
S*

ae elastic spectral response acceleration for equivalent SDOF system 
S*

ay yield acceleration of equivalent SDOF system equal to F*
y/m* 

S*
d inelastic displacement demand for equivalent SDOF 

S*
de elastic spectral displacement for equivalent SDOF equal to T*2

4π2S*
ae 

SX1 spectral response acceleration parameter at a period of 1 s 
SXS spectral response acceleration parameter at short periods 
T fundamental period of structure, corresponding to cracked and yield stiffness 

T* elastic period of equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system equal to 2π
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

m*D*
y/F*

y

√

TS characteristic period equal to SX1/SXS at which the response spectrum transitions from the constant acceleration segment to 
the constant velocity segment 

a b coefficients for linear regression of median demand on intensity sa in logarithmic space 
heff effective height of structure, level of center of seismic force equal to 

∑
miφihi/

∑
miφi 

hi level of ith story 
k0 k coefficients for linear regression of hazard on intensity sa in logarithmic space 
mi mass of ith story 
m* mass of equivalent SDOF system equal to 

∑
miφi 

sa any spectral acceleration 
Γ modal participation factor for fundamental mode shape equal to m*/

∑
miφ2

i 
Φ cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution 
Φ vector of fundamental mode shape for structure normalized with the top component of 1 
β dispersion measure 
βC dispersion measure for drift ratio capacity 
βDR dispersion measure for design requirements 
βD|Sa 

dispersion measure for drift ratio demand at given Sa 

βM dispersion measure for modeling 
βMDL dispersion measure for modeling 
βRTR dispersion measure for record-to-record variability 
βTD dispersion measure for test data 
βTOT total system collapse uncertainty 
λ discount rate for calculation of expected life-cycle cost at present value 
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φi mode shape value at ith story 
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